
Pingel Petcock Installation
We have several gas tank petcock valves for motorcycles. Shop now. Pingel22mm Black Power-
Flo Harley Style Petcock- Straight Outlet. Petcocks in Intake & Fuel from DREYER SOUTH
POWERSPORTS - WHITELAND, IN. DESIGNER POWER-FLO® PETCOCKS. Pingel.
$26.95 - $146.95.

We offer a variety of High Quality Motorcycle Performance
Parts and accessories for your Harley-Davidson including
fuel petcocks, electric.
that is a direct bolt-on to the 70s 650s (44mm bolt hole spacing). Alternatively, you can install a
manual fuel valve. At Z1Ent search for Pingel. Drag Specialties. Pingel polished metric hex
petcock features down spigot 3/8" National Pipe Thread and step-by-step instructions with
photos for an easy 2-3 hour installation. The Pingel Powerflo petcock fuel valve is designed to
pass more gas! kits will include the proper adapter nuts for a simple and immediate bolt on
installation.

Pingel Petcock Installation
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Purchase a Pingel Power-Flo High Volume Brass Hex Petcocks (721-
797) from J&P When installing on 1996-2006 OEM gas tanks the
vacuum line to petcock. Pingel Power Flo Fuel Petcock 3/8 Inch Inlet
/Dual 5/16th Inch Outlet Hex (Polished) - Metric : Fits: Kawasaki
KZ1300 1979-1982 Kawasaki KZ1300B 1980.

Also make sure you can fit that keihin petcock in there. Most of those
aftermarket tanks use their own petcocks, the raptor, or pingel. I have no
experience. I was reading the advert on the TP USA web page about the
Pingel Petcock and it was not necessary to enlarge the opening for my
install - probably because I. Pingel Powerflo Petcock Liberty Hex For
Harley Big Twin. Pingel - Air & Fuel Chrome Pingel Power-flo Petcock
Flamed Forward For Harley Big Twin.
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I'm having an odd problem with the petcock
on my 1980 GS1100E. my starvation issue by
disabling the vacuum operation and installing
an inline on/off valve. Spyderman. 08-31-2014,
10:33 PM. perhaps its time too look at a
pingel petcock.
Pingel Petcock a far cry above the stock systems on all the DR
motorcycles. This petcock is very high quality made from solid brass and
chrome plated. Kits includes filter, all necessary hardware for a complete
installation, Works with Mikuni stock 40 mm and HSR 42 mm, Jet kit
Pingel Fuel Petcock #390329. *Includes 4 ft. of 1/4" fuel line and in-line
petcock. *Replacement molded fuel line providing hassle free
installation. *Fuel line Pingel Power-Flo Fuel Filter. For Sale - Fast -
1075 cc - Kenny Harmon L1 cams - Vance / Hines exhaust - Pingel
petcock. Purchase the Golan Click-Slick 22MM Petcock For Harley at
RevZilla Motorsports. Get the best free shipping For Harley $21.95.
Pingel Power-Flo 22MM Petcock For Harley $107.05 Installation (pdf) ·
Diagram (pdf). View Fitment Notes &. When I was done I had just the
threads sticking up inside the tank for the Pingel adapter and petcock. If
I recall correctly I actually put 5.3 gallons of gas in it one.

buy gv15g tap pingel guzzler ” 8 fuel valve 3 dragbike petcock race
prices is made to the same size and specification as the oem and comes
ready to install.

Fits Harley Davidson Sportster,Big Twin Models 19752006 22mm
petcocks. Pingel Designer Power Flo Petcocks offer the highest fuel flow
rate available. for the mm bungs on OEM gas tanks More compact
installation saves approx.



Petcocks with 22mm threads are available with O.E.M. style straight
outlet or custom 90° outlet. Replacement Valve Ease of Use/Installation:
4 out of 5 It's a lot easier than sending it back and paying way too much
for a Pingel. The only.

TRIUMPH America Speedmaster PINGEL PETCOCK FUEL TAP
Adaptor Plate PETCOCK plungers UNRIVALED
QUALITYEFFORTLESS INSTALLATION.

After the install, the bike started right up. I got the pingel dual outlet
petcock installed. No leaks yet. New 1/4 inch clear fuel line from the
petcock to the carbs. For example, Grease marks on item/packaging or
signs of installation and starting of Reserve Davidson Pingel Petcock
6311-ah Harley Kz1000… Type (Fuel. Biker's Choice Late Style 90°
Hex Petcock for Harley or Custom 75-06 / Pingel Power-Flo Fuel Valve
Petcock Liberty Harley Big Twin & XL. Triumph Petcock Set Main &
Reserve 83-2800 83-2801 Valve Fuel Gas T120 TR6 T100 in eBay Just
install and away you go! (1775-83) Nonfiction Books, Motorcycle Fuel
Petcocks and Taps, Pingel Motorcycle Fuel Petcocks and Taps.

Pingel Petcock Adapter Nut - (7/8" or 22mm to 3/8" NPT). $20.95. Add
to Cart. Pingel Petcock Adapter Nut - (13/16" or 20mm to 1/4" NPT) · 1
Review(s). $24.95. Anyone care to chime in about the ease of
installation. Buy and sell petcock pingel, Parts Accessories items on
eBay Motors online auction. Lately I've been toying with the idea of
installing a kickstart on my softail and was Put a nice Pingel petcock on
your tank, or maybe go to a single-fire ignition.
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I've had an inline filter, Pingel petcock, and electric shutoff on mine for about 8 yrs. with no I
went to an in-line filter after installing the Pingle shut off valve.
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